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EXPERIENCE
Apple Inc. / Global Guest Trainer / 2013 - present 

Trained more than 50 Apple Retail employees as part of a global team in adult learning theory, customer service skills and Apple 
software in FY 2013. Acted as a subject matter expert and ambassador for Apple’s training culture in North American retail stores. 

Maintained extensive knowledge of course materials in order to maximize learner potential. Led discussions and activities while 
managing time and ensuring learning objectives were met. Delivered feedback to all participants in order to create an inspiring and 
robust classroom environment. 

Developed iPhone Photography workshop that was launched to every Apple Retail Store globally. 

Apple Inc. / Lead Creative / 2006 - present 

Coached a team of more than 40 trainers and technicians in customer service skills and adult learning principles. Led store to a 
record-high One to One NetPromoter score in 2013 through performance management and encouraging open discussion of 
customer feedback. 

Coordinated rollout of training to support Apple’s Joint Venture service to a market of retail stores. Partnered with Project Managers 
and Instructional Designers to provide feedback on training content and operations. Responsible for securing training venue, 
printed materials, coordinating travel and facilitating content. Trusted with Apple Confidential information prior to launch. 

Identified training priorities for a market of retail stores by analyzing NetPromoter data to close gaps in knowledge among trainers 
and technicians. Utilized GBI to compile a weekly report for a Family Room Field Manager that detailed progress in Family Room 
priorities across 40 stores within a region. 

Designed quarterly reporting to cultivate consistency within the Southern Mid-Atlantic Market. Shared reporting with corporate 
partners to align on vision and message. Facilitated a monthly conference call to enhance trainers’ business acumen. 

Cultivated the talents of the trainers by holding weekly development conversations and observing training sessions. Coached and 
developed four associates to trainer roles in FY 2013. 

Produced an interactive store guide for the Market Directors and Senior Vice President of Apple Retail using Keynote. 

Abercrombie & Fitch / Brand Representative / 2008 - 2010 

Led new employee orientation on loss prevention, point-of-sale and visual merchandising standards on a weekly basis. Efforts led to 
store being removed from a company-wide list of underperforming stores. 

United States House of Representatives / Intern / Summer 2006  

Responded to time sensitive constituent correspondence by communicating the Representatives’ stance on key issues. Monitored 
local and national media outlets for coverage of the Representative in order to plan response.

EDUCATION & SKILLS
The University of North Carolina at Charlotte 

Bachelor of Arts in Communication Studies 

Minor in Political Science

Apple Certified Pro, Aperture 3 

Apple Certified Associate, iWork 

Proficient with OS X, iLife, Final Cut Pro X and Microsoft Office 

Associated Press writing style


